
Cost Accounting – Acct 362/562

Activity Based Costing (ABC)

Activity Based Costing for product and service costing is thought to be a more accurate method

than the traditional method of a single (either plant wide or departmental) overhead application rate.

Direct material is considered a unit cost, traced separately to each unit produced.  Direct labor is

sometimes considered a unit cost, but other times is traced to cost driving activities.  So are overhead

costs that are not considered organization sustaining.  An application rate is determined for each cost

driving activity.  Then labor and overhead is applied to units as they are acted upon.

Under the traditional approach, there could be only a single overhead rate per product.  Under

ABC, there could be several rates, limited only by the number of activities that drive costs.

Applying costs via ABC is accomplished by following these steps.

1. Identify activities that serve as cost drivers.

2. Assign (or allocate) all expected costs (overhead and labor) to each separate cost driver.  This

process results in a distinct cost pool for each driver.

3. For each cost driving activity, divide its expected costs by that driver’s expected activity.

4. Apply costs to each unit of product or service as it is acted on by involved cost driving activities.

To gain background and necessary terminology, you should read the textbook for various activity

types.

To get a feel for the actual process of computing rates and applying costs, we are going to use a

case published in Managerial Accounting, 12th edition, by Ray Garrison, Eric Noreen and Peter Brewer. 

The case is titled, “Activity-Based Costing and Bidding on Jobs.”

Denny Asbestos Removal Company removes potentially toxic asbestos insulation and related products
from buildings. The company's estimator has been involved in a long-simmering dispute with the on-site
work supervisors. The on-site supervisors claim that the estimator does not adequately distinguish
between routine work such as removal of asbestos insulation around heating pipes in older homes and
nonroutine work such as removing asbestos-contaminated ceiling plaster in industrial buildings. The
on-site supervisors believe that nonroutine work is far more expensive than routine work and should bear
higher customer charges. The estimator sums up his position in this way: “My job is to measure the area to
be cleared of asbestos. As directed by top management, I simply multiply the square footage by $4,000 per
thousand square feet (tsf) to determine the bid price. Since our average cost is only $3,000 per tsf, that
leaves enough cushion to take care of the additional costs of nonroutine work that shows up. Besides, it is
difficult to know what is routine or not routine until you actually start tearing things apart.”
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Two other types of information are important

at this stage, the expected costs for the next year and

the expected work activity.  The budgeted costs are

listed in the table at right.  Predicted sales activity is

to work on 500 tsf of asbestos removal during the

coming year.

To summarize, Denny has two primary

products, (1) routine asbestos removal and (2)

nonroutine asbestos removal.  Routine removal is a simpler process and truly costs much less than the

nonroutine removal.  At the current time, the salesman does not differentiate on price between the two,

charging a standard $4,000 per tsf.  The average cost is $3,000 per tsf.    The average cost is computed

by taking total expected cost of $1,500,000 and dividing it by 500 tsf of total expected activity, which

equals $3,000 per tsf.

Some in the company think that nonroutine work should have a higher sales price because of its

higher cost, but the company’s salesman says that overall the company is profitable so why bother.

The first step in the analysis is to prepare a budgeted income statement for the upcoming year.

Sales revenue $2,000,000 (4,000/3,000)* 1,500,000

Expenses     1,500,000 

Income 500,000 

A second step in the analysis is to show the P&L (profit and loss) computation on representative,

or sample, jobs that might be worked on during the upcoming year.  The three jobs are (1) routine

removal on 2 tsf, (2) routine removal on 4 tsf, and (3) nonroutine removal on 2 tsf.  Please remember

that the sales price is $4,000 per tsf.  The average cost is $3,000 per tsf.

(1) (2) (3)

2 tsf 4 tsf 2 tsf

  routine    routine    nonroutine  

Revenue 8,000 16,000 8,000

Expense    6,000   12,000  6,000

P/L 2,000 4,000 2,000

The on-site supervisors who work on nonroutine jobs are unhappy with these budgeted numbers

because in actual practice, nearly $40,000 could be spent on a nonroutine job.  They then receive

negative performance reviews.

Budgeted costs for Denny
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A key fact to notice is that three cost driving activities are identified: removing asbestos,

estimating and setup, and working on nonroutine jobs.  Another key fact is that estimated activity for

each cost driver is 500 tsf for removing asbestos, 200 jobs requiring estimation and setup, and 25

nonroutine jobs.

To shed light on this controversy, the company initiated an activity-based costing study of all of its
costs.  Data from the activity-based costing system follow:
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Now we’re ready to compute ABC activity rates.  The third step in the analysis is to allocate the

different types of costs (i.e., wages and salaries = $200,000) to the different cost pools (i.e., 40% to

removing asbestos, 10% to estimating/setup, 35% to nonroutine jobs).

Removing Estimating & Working on

  Asbestos    Job Setup    Nonroutine jobs    Other    Total  

Wages & salaries 80,000 20,000 70,000 30,000 200,000

Disposal fees 420,000 0 180,000 0 600,000

Equipment deprec. 40,000 0 32,000 8,000 80,000

On-site supplies 33,000 9,000 12,000 6,000 60,000

Office expenses 19,000 76,000 57,000 38,000 190,000

Licensing & ins  185,000   0   148,000  37,000  370,000 

Cost pool 777,000 105,000 499,000 119,000 1,500,000

The fourth step in the analysis is to divide the total dollar amount in each cost pool by the

estimated cost driving activity.

Removing Estimating & Working on

  Asbestos    Job Setup    Nonroutine jobs  

Cost pool 777,000 105,000 499,000

Cost driver activity  ÷500 tsf  ÷200 job  ÷25 NR job 

Rate 1,554/tsf 525/job 19,960/NR job

The fifth step in the analysis is to go back and recompute the profit and loss for the three sample

jobs described above.  In this part of the analysis we’ll keep the standard sales price of $4,000 per tsf and

use the updated cost rates for each cost driving activity.

(1) (2) (3)

2 tsf 4 tsf 2 tsf

  routine    routine    nonroutine  

Revenue 8,000 16,000 8,000 

Removing asbestos 3,108 6,216 3,108 

Estimation/setup 525 525 525 

Nonroutine                0            0   19,960 

P/L 4,367 9,259 (15,593)

The costs for the job 3 are computed thusly.  Removing asbestos incurs a cost of $1,554 for each

tsf.  There are two here (2*1,554 = 3,108).  Estimation and setup is a flat $525 per each job, whether it is

routine or nonroutine.  Only nonroutine jobs are assessed $19,960 for increased costs.

When viewed in this context, it is understandable that supervisors on nonroutine jobs are unhappy

with the performance evaluation system.  Normal sales charges are too low to cover the extremely high

cost of nonroutine work.
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Under the current system of $4,000 charged per tsf of work, the cost of working on routine jobs is

overestimated, leading to too high of a sales price.  The cost of working on nonroutine jobs is

underestimated, leading to too low of a sales price.  Without a change in pricing, eventually customers

will gravitate to companies that charge less for routine work, and customers will flock to Denny because

it undercharges for nonroutine work.  This could lead to a situation where Denny only draws customers

for nonroutine work, and it would lose a lot on each job accepted.

The sixth step and final step in the analysis is to generate an alternate sales price that provides a

consistent amount of markup on cost.  Under the ABC method, a total of $1,381,000 (777,000 + 105,000

+ 499,000) of cost is expected to be charged to jobs.  Because the budget calls for a total of $2,000,000

in sales revenue, a consistent amount of markup can be computed by dividing desired sales revenue of

$2,000,000 by the assigned ABC cost of $1,381,000.  This works out to $1.4482 of revenue per dollar of

cost on each job.

Job 1 is expected to incur $3,633 (3,108 +525) of assigned ABC cost.  If each of these dollars of

cost returns $1.4482 of revenue, the total sales price for the job should be $5,267.  Consistently applying

this pattern results in the following P/L for the sample jobs 1, 2 and 3.

(1) (2) (3)

2 tsf 4 tsf 2 tsf

  routine    routine    nonroutine  

Revenue 5,267 9,762 34,163

Removing asbestos 3,108 6,216 3,108 

Estimation/setup 525 525 525 

Nonroutine                0            0   19,960 

P/L 1,624 3,021 10,570 

The adoption of ABC around the world has resulted in a profound change in pricing and

understanding of what it takes to generate profit in the current world.
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